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Let F be a commutative ring with unit element 1. A ring R is called an

algebraic ring over F by Drazin, in his recent paper [2], when R is an algebra1}

over F and every element x of R satisfies an equation of lower monic form

with coefficients at in F. With this terminology and in generalization of some

results of Arens-Kaplansky [1], Herstein [δ], Jacobson [6], he proves in the

same paper:

Let F be either i) the ring of rational integers, or ii) a field of prime

characteristic algebraic over its prime field, or iii) an algebraically closed field.

Then, if R is an algebraic ring over F and if every nilpotent element in R is

central, R is commutative.

Now, a common feature in i) and ii) is that F is generated by a single

element. Indeed, by making use of the writer's [9] generalization of

Herstein's [δ] theorem we may prove that the above statement holds whenever F

is (ring-)generated by a finite number of elements.2) Also the case iii) can

correspondingly be generalized to the case of a (commutative) ring which is

(ring-)generated by an algebraically closed subfield K and a finite (possibly

void) set of elements. A further generalization is obtained by replacing here

the algebraically closed subfield K with a subring K such that an integrity

domain which is a homomorphic image of K is always an algebraically closed

field. We may also regard the case with a finite set of generators as having

Received July 18, 1958.
1] Thus R admits F both as a ring of left operators and a ring of right operators and

the equations a.χ = *α, χ(xy) = (xχ)y, (xy)x = χ(yx) hold for all x, y(=R and α e F . Together
with Drazin [2] we explicitly remark that a non-zero element of F may induce 0-endo-
morphism on R.

2 ) A direct application of [9], Satz 2 is allowed provided R possesses a unit element.
The case of R having no unit element can, however, be settled by an easy modification
of the proof there; cf. below too.
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K^Q. Thus,

THEOREM. Let F be a commutative ring with unit element which is (ring-)

generated by a finite number of elements and a subring K {which may be 0)

such that for every prune ideal p of K the residue ring Kip is a field and

algebraically closed^ i} Then, if R is an algebraic ring over F and if every

nilpotent element in R is central, R is commutative.

Proof. We quote from Drazin's paper [2] (cf. the converse part of Theo-

rem 5.2 there):

Lemma. Let R be a ring such that every nilpotent element in R is central,

i.e. lies in the center Z of R. If a1 = atbat with some elements a, b in R and a

natural number t, then a- athlb&Z.

If R is an algebraic ring over a commutative ring F (31), then for every

aE:R there are clearly a polynomial b in a over F and a natural number t

satisfying cί = a2tb( =atbat). If every nilpotent element of R is central, then

by the above lemma, a- at*ιb~ a- a2bιE:Z with bL = aι~ιb or b according as

t> o r ^ l . If here F is finitely (ring-)generated and R has a unit element,

then bι is contained in the subring of R generated by a and a certain finite

number of elements of Z independent of a. It follows then from [9], Satz 2

that R is commutative. However, in order to consider the case of R having

no unit element and also to consider the case of F, as described in our Theorem,

with K*e 0, we want to repeat, with some modification, a part of our proof in

[9], which is in turn a generalization and a refinement of Herstein's proof

in [5],

Thus, we begin with assuming that R is an algebraic ring over a com-

mutative ring F(31) and that every nilpotent element in R is central. As we

3) K = 0 satisfies this condition. An instance of F with JΪ=0, thus a commutative ring
( a l ) with a finite set of generators is provided by any ring ( s i ) of (not necessarily all)
integers in an algebraic number field of finite degree. More generally, let L be a field
(field-) generated by a finite number of elements and let Ki, . . . , Kk be any finite set of
elements in L. Let K be a ring consisting of (not necessarily all) elements in L integral
with respect to the ring [Ifr] (ring-)generated by K\, . . . , Kk and containing [/&].- Then
K is (ring-generated by a finite number of elements.

4- An instance of K is the ring of formal power series in one variable over an alge-
braically closed field. We prefer this example to a polynomial ring in one variable over
an algebraically closed field, since the latter would simply lead to an F which is generated
by a finite set of elements and an algebraically closed field.
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have observed above, for every aEίR there is a polynomial b in a over F such

that a-db^Z. So, R is in particular a ς-ring in the sense of Drazin [3] and

Utumi [101

Now, assume that R is subdirectly irreducible, and assume firstly that R is

semisimple (in Jacobson's sense). Then ([2], Lemma 4.1; cf. also [5], No. 2;

[9], Hilfssatz 3) R is necessarily a division ring. Assume further that F has

the structure of our Theorem, that is, that F is generated by a finite set of

elements <χ.u . . . , ar and a subring K such that any integrity domain which is

a homomorphic image of K is necessarily an algebraically closed field. Let 1

be the unit element of (the division ring) R. The subring 1 F of R is generated

by 1 αri, . . . , 1 <xr and 1K. Here 1 K is either 0 or an algebraically closed field.

If 1K~Q, then Satz 1 in [9], or even its weaker formulation in the introduction

there, suffices to secure the commutativity of R. So, consider the case lϋί^O.

Assume that R is non-commutative, i.e. that R does not coincide with its center

Z. By a theorem of Noether, Kothe, Albert and Jacobson ([βj, Lemma 2) R

contains a finite separable proper extension L of Z. Since 1 / ί i i l F i Z ) is

algebraically closed, this implies that Z =t 1 K and indeed Z is transcendental

over IK. A portion of our proof to Hilfssatz 1 in [9] (cf. also Nagata-Naka-

yama-Tsuzuku [8]) suffices then to show that there is an (exponential) valu-

ation p of L such that p(l <*v) ̂ 0, v = 1, . . . , r, and which is constant on 1 Ko)

and unramified of degree 1 over Z. We have p(b)^O for every bEilF. Let

p' be a valuation (which exists) different from p and coincideing with p on Z.

Let c, c' be elements of L such that p(c)>0, p'(c) = 0, p(c') -0, p'{c')>0. Let

k be a natural number such that kρ(c)>p'(c') and put a = ckc\ Then p(a) =

&p(c)>0, P'(Λ) = P ' (C')>0, and P(Λ) ></(*). Hence «φZ. Since p(a2b)>p(a),

for bEilF, we have p(a-a2b) = ρ(ά*b) =2 p(e) + p(δ) ̂ 2 *p(c) 4- ρ(b) >2 p'(c') +

p(jΛ, while p\a- a2b) = p'U2&) =2 p'(c') + p'(6) =2 p;(c') + p{b). Hence Λ - Λ

can not belong to Z, and this contradiction proves R=Z.

The case of a semisimple subdirectly irreducible R of our theorem being

thus settled, we turn to the case of a non-semisimple subdirectly irreducible R.

We assume that it is an algebraic ring over a commutative ring F(31) (first

without assuming the condition on the generation of F) and that its nilpotent

elements are all central. Let S be the unique smallest non-zero ideal of R,

δ> On the set of non-zere elements of IK, to be more precise.
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and set

From the fact that for every β£i? there is bE:R commutative with a and satis-

fying a-cίb&Z, it follows (Herstein [5], p. 867; Nakayama [9], Hilfssatz 4)

that SSZ, R/t(S) is commutative, and S is contained in every non-zero left, or

right, ideal of R. If t(S)*R, then (Drazin [3], Theorem 7) R/t(S) is a field.

On using the fact that for each aG. R the element b as above may be

chosen to be a polynomial in a over F, we may show, by a slight modification

of an argument of Herstein [5], Theorem 11 (cf. [9], Hilfssatz 5), that t(S) is

contained in Z.

Our aim is to prove R=Z. Since we have seen t{S)EZ, we have only

to consider the case t(S)*R; then R/t(S) is a field as has been observed.

Assume R*Z, contrary to our assertion, and let a be an element of R which

is not contained in Z. There is jy e R with ay - ya = 0̂. As a - d"b = a - Σ

6Z, with ^, e F , we have

As here αy - jyαG ί(S) ϋ Z we verify readily that the left-hand side of the equality

is equal to (*Σii>oia!~ιψi) (ay— ya). Hence the equality implies

(ΣiWtfY, -a) (ay-ya) =0.

Since the righ-ideal of R generated by ay— ya(^0) is ^ 0, whence contains S

as was observed above, this implies Σ/Wα'f/ - a^t(S). Putting R = R/t(S),

we denote for xE:R the residue class of x modulo tiS) by x. We have thus

Σιδ2lδtyi* - Λ = 0.

Now we assume that F is generated by its elements ah . . . , <χr and

subring K satisfying the condition in our theorem. Consider the elements ΐαri,

. . . , ϊ αv of the subring ϊ F of i?, where ΐ denotes the unit element of the

field R\ we do not assume the existence of a unit element in R though. They

and ϊ K together generate ϊ F, wτhere ΐ K is either 0 or an algebraically closed

field. If there exists a valuation p of the field R constant on ϊ K such that

ρ(a)>0, p(ϊ*v)^0 (*> = !,,. . . , r),

then p(ϊ<fi)^Q, p(aψi) ^ iβ(a) and the above relation will lead to a contra-
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diction p(a) - {^^irfψt) ^2 p('a) >p(ά).

We contend that except for the case when ϊ K = 0 and i? is of characteristic

p^O and absolutely algebraic, we may choose a(ίΞR but Φ Z) so that the

existence of such valuation p is secured. Indeed, in case ΪK=Q, this is clear

from [9], Hilfssatz 1 apply the Hilfssatz to any subίield of R which is a proper

simple extension of the subfield Z — Z/t(S) on remembering the footnote 1)

there. If ΪK*Q, on the other hand, R is transcendental over IK, because of

the assumption R^Z, which implies R*Z=? (in factD) ΪK, and an (easy) part

of our proof to Hilfssatz 1 in [9] suffices to show the existence of a (non-

trivial) valuation p of R constant on ϊ K and satisfying p( ϊα v ) ^0, U = 1,

. . . , r), p(a — z) >0 with some 2GZ. Denoting a — z by a anew, we have our

contension.

In the exceptional case, where thus (ϊϋf=O and) R is of characteristic

p ^ 0 and absolutely algebraic, there exists for each element x of R a natural

number τw(#) such that x-xm{x)hl = 0, i.e. *-tf W U ) + 1 ef(S). Since t(S)ΈZ, we

have ί t - / m l ε Z . Then /? = Z by Herstein [4] (cf. also Jacobson [7], X,

§2, Theorem 2).

So, in any case our assumption R^Z has led to a contradiction, proving

The case of subdirectly irreducible R, either semisimple or non-semisimple,

being thus settled, the transition to the general case, of our theorem, is rather

habitual.

What we have done in the above, after the reduction by Drazin's lemma,

is indeed to prove.

PROPOSITION. Let F be a commutative ring ( 3 1 ) as in our Theorem. Let

R be an algebra {footnote /)) over F such that for every element a of R there

is a polynomial b in a over F with a-a2bE:Z, the center of R. Then R-Z,

i.e. R is commutative.

It is possible, on amplifying the above proof with somewhat complicated

considerations in the last part of our proof in [9] (p. 26 in particular), further

to extend this generalization of Herstein's [5] theorem so as to cover [9], Satz

2 too, but that would be too much to be done here.
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